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ABSTRACT. 

An on-line wire spark chamber system has been built and 

tested to measure the momentum spectrum of a high-energy secondary 

beam at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory's Bevatron. The system 

consists of six dual-plane chambers with one spark per plane, inter-

faced to a PDP- 5 computer. The interface also includes readout for 

a digital voltmeter, time-to-amplitude converter, and scalers used 

in recording the beam. The computer permits accumulation of statis-

tics for beam tuning and detection and measurement of the desired 

mass components. The observed spatial resolution of any one chamber 

is approximately ±0.6 to 0.8 mm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
- , " , 

A data acquisition and display system for wire spark chambers 

has been built as part of a missing-mass sp~ctrometer setup at the LRL 

Bevatro~ to measure : th~ deuteron momentum spectrum in the reaction 

p + p - d + MM, fo rincident momenta of 4 to 7 Ge V / c. Figure s 1 and 

2 show the electr6:O.l.cs and spark chamber systems respectively. 

Block diagrams of the experiment and the corresponding timing sequence 

are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. 

The presence of.a deuteron is signalled by an appropriately timed 

coincidence amongthescintillators S1' S2' S3' and S4 along with an 

\' 1/ 
anti-coincidence from the water Cerenkov counter (C). Under these 

conditions, .the spark cpambers are triggered and spark data are trans-

ferred to the scaler logic. ' This device,_constructed of TTL integrated 

circuits, digitizes Ci,nd displays X and Ycoordinates and fiducial infor

mation from six wire spark chambers (W). 

II. COMPUTER 

The PDP-5 computer is used during the early phases of beam 

operation to optimize spark-chamber operation and to assist in tuning the 

beam. These tasks may be done continuously with no need to shuttle data'to 

and from the main computing facility with its attendaht turn-around time. 
. . 

During actual running of the experiment the computer 1,S used to monitor 

and record magnet currents, incoming beam intensity and other signifi-

cant data. Spark chamber coordinate information, scintillator pulse 

heights, and particle time of flight for each event during a Bevatron spill 
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(500 to 800 ms) are read into the computer. Accumul~ted data for many 

events are analyzed to obtain statistical information for memory scope 

. displays of the beam momentum. and the missing-mass spectrum. The 

data are recorded on magnetic tape, which provides a hard copy of the 

experimental results for subsequent detailed analysis on a larger com

puter. 

The versatility and economy of computer control versus equiva

lent hand-wired electronic.s are evident. The computer allows modifi

cation of data-:- checking procedures, new testing methods, systems 

tuning, and display of any desired parameter or data point by only chang

ing the operating program. No down time is required for any of these 

options, and the computer input-output facility provides the experimenter 

with precise control of the apparatus. 

III. CHAMBERS 

An informational block diagram for one chamber is shown in 

Fig. 5. A trigger pulse initiates a breakdown of the spark gap, which 

places a 5-k V pulse on the chamber. The chamber then discharges 

along the ion path left by the charged particle responsible for the trigger. 

The coordinates of the spark are digitized and stored in the X and Y 

scalers until they are requested by the computer or sent to a digital tape 

recorder. The magnetostrictive sensors 1 have lucite instead of metal 

bars to reduce the capacitive loading of the bars when mounted on the 

chambers. These bars permit the use of smaller driving capacitors for 

a given spark size and speed of operation. 

t 

~\ 
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. . 
Fifty'percent of the spark cha~ber gas (9G'l'o Ne, 10% He) is 

passed ~ver alcohol at 0" C in a nonrecirculati~g fashion. The use of 

alcohol significantly reduces the number of double sparks (two sparks 

inone chamber) without increasing the number of misses for a 10-ms 

event rate. Reignition is reduced, since the alcohol acts as a quench

ing agent. Each chamber has a total flow rate of about 30 cm
3
/min. 

The overall efficiency for three chambers, defined as the percentage of 

all events that ar~ collin~ar (I X
1 

+ X3 - 2X2 1, 1 Y 1 + Y3';"2Y21~ 5 mm) 

is 800/0. For a 4-ms event rate', this efficiency is reduced by about 10%. 
; ~ .. ' . 

The sensitive area of the chambers is 25 by 25 cm with a 1-cm 

gap. Copper wires of 7-mil diam(25 wires/inch) are used in construc-

tion of the chambers .. A 140- V dc clearing field is used, and the overall 

delay from the time the particle is detected until the high voltage is ap-

plied to the chamber is about 400 ns. More detailed information about 

wire spark chambers is available in ,the literature. 2 

IV. ELECTRONICS 

Figure 6 is a schematic drawing of a printed- circuit board con-

taining four 12-bit scalers, the gating logic, and a display of the content 

of each scaler. The pulse sequence from the magnetostrictive delay 

line consists of two fiducial pulses t1 and t2 and the spark pulse tx . 

The first fiducial pulse t1 opens both the X-fiducial and X-coordinate 

gates. This pulse permits the two binary scalers to clock at the 

10-MHz rate. 

Scalers Xc and Xf are stopped by the spark pulses tx and t2 
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respectively. Th,e numbers in Xc and X
f 

are proportional to the dis-

tance of the spark from the first fiducial, and the interfiducial distance ' 

respectively. If no spark occurs in a chamber, scaler X is stopped 
c 

by the second fiducial pulse tz' while the fiducial scaler continues 

counting. In order to stop all scalers, a "preset'l pulse is applied at 

t3 (t3 > tZ)' which turns off all gates controlling the scalers. An 18 f.!s 

pulse is applied to all reset points on the scaler board starting at to 

when the spark occurs to insure that everything is held reset until spark 

noise has been dissipated. 

The control logic provides the choice of either writing the scaler 

information directly onto magnetic tape or transmitting it to the com-

puter for further analysis. The control logic contains all necessary 

electronics to control the tape transport and to multiplex the chamber 

data, either under computer control or under its own automatic control. 

In the former case, the logic accepts data- request commands from the 

computer and provides the data from the selected device. Information 

may be transmitted to the computer either one word or many words per 

request. 

v: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A histogram of the collinearity functions Xi + X3 - ZXZ and 

y 1 + Y 3 - ZY Z for the three-chamber system previously discussed, in-

cluding 1961 minimum ionizing events,is shown in Fig. 7. Analysis of V 

these data indicates that the resolution per chamber on the ground plane 

is ±O.6 mm and ±O.8 mm on the high-voltage plane. Thus, it is advan-

tageous to mount the ground plane wires vertically to provide the best 
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pos sible measurement of the momentum, which is done in the horizon-

tal plane.· 

During analysis of these data it has been noted that, for the· 

same interfiducial distance, the ~agnetostrictive wire on the pulsed 

plane appears to be 1% longer than the sensing wire on the ground plane. 

This effect and the related poorer resolution on the pulsed plane is 

caused by surface corrosion of the pulsed plane sense wire .. This phe

nomenon apparently reduces the acoustic velocity and adversely affects 

the pulse shape. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Overall view of digitizing electronics, computer, and tape 

unit. 

Fig . 2. Bea m-line view of upstream half of mass spectrometer, 

including three dual .• plane wire chambers, magnetostrictive 

sensors, and helium bags used to minimize gas scatte ring. 

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the experimental layout. 

Fig. 4. Event tim.ing sequence, showing particle d e tection (nano-

second scale), event digitizing and r ecording (microsecond scale), 

and chamber recharging (millisecond scale) separately. 

Fig. 5. Block diagram indicating chamber- triggering and event-

digitizing system. 

Fig. 6. Scaler board schematic including timing diagram (bottom of 

drawing). 

Fig. 7. Plots of the quantities X
1

+ X3 - 2X2 and Y1+ Y3 - 2Y
2 

for 

(a) the high-voltage plane and (b) the ground plane of three dual

plane wire chambers as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1 
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